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MANUAL ORGANIZATION

This manual has been organized to first help you get your new TC-60s up and
running quickly (Basic Setup), and then perform some of the fine-tuning
procedures that are necessary for optimum performance (Setup Detail). If you
are setting up your system for the first time or in a new location, it would be
wise if you read this section before setting up. The section on Fine Points
treats a variety of topics, such as amplifiers, speaker wire, and a few other
goodies. Should you have any questions, call your dealer or drop us a note 
we're here to help.

spica
3425 Bryn Mawr N.E.

Albuquerque, NM 87107

FNTRODUCTION
Thanks for choosing the SPICA TC-60 speaker system. Your new TC-60s are among
the most sophisticated compact speakers available, and will provide you with
many years of listening pleasure. The creative use of computer-aided design and
optimization have yielded solutions that are unobtainable from 'classical'
engineering techniques, and the TC-60 is the elegant result. We are confident
that you will very pleased with this affordable addition to your system.
Please take
While it is
opportunity
gives us an

the time to fill in and return the
not necessary to do so to validate
to give us some immediate feedback
idea of what kind of equipment our

warranty registration card.
your warranty, it offers you an
on your new TC-60s, and gives
speakers are being used with.

Three things will make your setup go more smoothly:
> A MEASURING TAPE
(for physical placement)
> A BROOM
(for cleaning up the mess (just kidding!))
> A HELPFUL FRIEND
(optional, for the halibut ... )
WARNING! Your new TC-60s are precision instruments that require precise setup
for maximum performance. Some parts of the explanations that follow are
unavoidably technical; we have made every effort to present them as simply as
possible. Please read and follow the instructions carefully.
*_*_*_l'lI_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*

BASIC SETUP
Get tinq i t Up

<> Turn off your power amplifier or receiver before connecting or disconnecting
any wires.

<> The TC-60s are shipped as a 'mirror-image' pair, which means the drivers are
offset on the baffle of one speaker toward the left, and on the other toward
the right. You may want to experiment with having the offsets be toward the
middle or toward the outside of your setup. We prefer having the offsets
toward the outside.

<> The input terminals on the back of the TC-60 have two pairs of connectors
with a shorting bar between them. This allows for bi-wire connection, which
is explained in the following section. For a normal, single-wire-pair
hookup, leave the shorting bars in place, and attach your speaker wires to
either the top or bottom set of terminals. Make sure the plastic knobs on
the other set of connectors are snugged firmly against the shorting bar. The
binding post connectors will accept spade lugs, banana plugs, wire leads, or
just about any connector we've seen on a speaker wire ...

<> For banana plugs, tighten the plastic knobs down firmly against the shorting
bar, and push the banana plug into the end of the connectors.
() For spade lugs and wire leads, loosen the red plastic knob. Bring the "+"
lead of the speaker wire up to the red post. Spade lugs should slip around
the metal post: push wire leads through the hole in the post. Then turn the
knob clockwise as tight as you can by hand. If you wish to use pliers or any
tools to further tighten the knob, be very careful not to strip the threads
of the plastic knob. The connection only needs to be firmly snug.
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<> Repeat this process for the black

II _

II

binding post, and then again for the

other TC-60.
(>

DO NOT ALLOW THE WIRE FROM ONE TERMINAL TO TOUCH THE OTHER COLOR TERMINAL OR
ITS WIRE. Serious damage to your amplifier will result if you do.

(>

Follow the amplifier manufacturer's instructions regarding speaker wire
connection to the amplifier, making sure that the "+" output of each channel
is connected to the red input on each TC-60.

(>

Orient the TC-60s so that they point directly at your optimum listening
area. This is sometimes referred to as "toe-in". Avoid placing the speakers
on opposite sides of the room facing each other.

<> When powering up your system, make it a habit to always turn on your
receiver or amplifier last. When shutting the system off, turn the volume
control down all the way and turn the amplifier off first. This practice
will avoid possible damage to the TC-60s caused by the noises that some
pieces of audio equipment put out when turned on or off.
Biwiring and Biamping
The TC-60s have input connectors that allow for biwire and biamp connection.
Both methods use separate wire pairs for the woofer and tweeter of each
speaker; the difference is that biamping requires two stereo amps (one for the
woofers and one for the tweeters), while biwiring uses a single stereo amp.
Biamping is a bit more complicated than biwiring, so if you plan on biamping
your TC-60s, contact your dealer for advice beforehand.
Biwiring results in a noticeable improvement in clarity and detail by the
elimination of crosstalk between the woofer and tweeter via their shared
"corrnnon" connection at the crossover. In a biwire connection, this corrnnon point
exists only at the power amp, where the low impedance of the power amp swamps
any voltages induced by corrnnon currents from both drivers interacting with the
speaker wire resistance. We recommend biwiring for high quality installations.
Breaking it In
Every electro-mechanical device has a 'break-in' period, during which the
moving parts become more supple and the electrical parts stabilize. How long
this process lasts is not easy to define; a ballpark figure would be the first
twenty hours of use. During this period, you will notice that the sound becomes
sweeter, more natural, and more spacious. One way of breaking your TC-60s in is
to leave your system on using an FM radio station as program material, with the
system playing at a moderate volume while you are, for instance, away at work
for the day. When you return in the evening, some of the break-in will have
taken place.
What to Put the Speakers On
While the TC-60s may perform satisfactorily when placed on a shelf near a wall,
they were designed to perform at their best when on rigid stands placed well
away from the walls. The SPICA Gravity stand is a high quality stand designed
specifically for the TC-60. Ask your dealer for more information.

* - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - *
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SETUP DETAIL
Why Bother?
Your TC-60s are unique components in your audio system; how well they perform
is largely dependent upon their placement, both within the room and with
respect to your optimum listening location. In normal use, sometimes you will
be wandering around, using your system for background music, while at other
times you will be in an optimally set-up listening seat, virtually partici
pating in every nuance. These circumstances relate directly to two placement
considerations. Proper placement of the speakers within your room will achieve
the most natural and consistent tonal balance throughout the room. Proper
placement of the speakers with respect to your chosen listening seat will
achieve the most lifelike stereo imaging. The goal of proper speaker placement
is to optimize the performance of both of these parameters.
Optimization necessarily involves compromise. Very few rooms can be set up
solely for audio performance, as we must live in them as well. The information
in this section will help you gain a better understanding of the trade-offs
involved in optimizing the performance of the TC-60s in your room.
Generally Speaking ...
Before we jump into the nitty-gritty of the detailed setup procedures, a few
generalizations can be made, which will serve as lightposts in the fog should
things become confusing later on.
The more 'out in the open' the speaker placement is, the more open and spacious
the sound will be. Don't expect a wonderful soundstage from speakers tucked
neatly away in a corner.
If possible, place the speakers and your listening position symmetrically
within your room. Distances to the rear and side walls should be the same for
both speakers, with your listening position located midway between them.
The wider apart the speakers are, the wider the 'soundstage' will be; the
closer they are, the better the resolution of imaging detail within the
soundstage will be. If you are setting the TC-60s up from scratch, a good place
to start is to make the distance between the speakers equal to two-thirds of
the distance from your listening position to the speakers. Play around with
spreading them apart and bringing them closer together until you find what you
like. While doing this, you may notice that moving the speakers around affects
the tonal balance, which leads us to ....
Placement Within the Room
When listening to your speaker system, the sound pressure at your ears at a
given instant is made up of a complex sum of both direct and reflected sound
waves, which we call paths. The direct path is the one that comes directly from
the speaker to your ears. All of the others are called reflected paths, because
they bounce off of surfaces before arriving at your ears. We will be using
these terms in the explanations that follow.
The methodology behind room placement is basically simple geometry: finding the
various path lengths, comparing them to each other, and changing the position
of the speakers in order to optimize the distribution of reflected path lengths
relative to the direct path. The object of this is to find the location in
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which the various reflected path lengths are as unequal as possible.
reasoning behind this is that the direct path is the most important;
contains all of the musical and spatial information we want to hear.
reflective paths alter the tonal balance (especially in the bass and
midrange) and affect the imaging or soundstaging.

The
it
The
lower

The major reflective paths in any room are from the following surfaces:
> Floor. This is usually the shortest reflective path, and hence causes the
most problems.
> Ceiling.
> Front wall (behind the speakers).
> Rear wall (behind the listening position)
> Side walls.
Figure 1 on the next page shows an example of symmetrical placement, and shows
the reflected paths off of the walls that you will be looking for.
To find the reflected paths, imagine you are a playing billiards, and the TC-60
is the pocket. From your listening position, visualize the spot on each room
surface that would bank a ball into the pocket. Those are the reflected paths.
Using your measuring tape, measure the following path lengths, and write them
in the appropriate space below. It will make the math easier if you use inches
as a unit. Assuming your setup is symmetrical in your room, you only need to
make these measurements for one speaker. Remember, the reflected paths include
the entire distance from speaker to (room surface) to listening position.
Direct path
Floor
Ceiling

(speaker to listening position)

=

'.

Front wall
Rear wall
Near side wall
Far side wall

=

=
=

Now subtract the direct path from each measurement, and enter the result after
the "=" for each surface. This is the number we are interested in.
Now comes the fun part. What you have is a range of reflective path
differences, from the shortest (typically the floor) to the longest. The object
is to find the speaker placement which gives a smooth spread of values between
the lowest and highest values. This technique requires some imagination, as you
must be able to have a sense of how the various reflective paths will be
affected by the changes you will make. Keep in mind that, with fixed-height
stands, the floor and ceiling paths will remain pretty much constant; that's
why they have been set apart in the list above.
Now that you have an idea of what to do, we can state the process in simpler
terms:
1> Move the speaker, based on the reasoning given above.
2> Measure the path lengths.
3> Subtract the direct path length, and evaluate the results.
4> Repeat steps 1 to 3 until you get results and placement you can live with.
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The Imaginary Perpendicular Line
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Symmetrical Placement
W / Unequal Path Lengths

o.
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Bad things happen to the sound when two or more of these numbers are the same
(or very close) in a setup. A common situation where this occurs is when the
distance from the speakers to the wall behind them is the same as the distance
from your seated listening position to the wall behind it. This creates two
reflected paths of the same length, causing major midbass problems. This points
out why larger rooms almost always sound better; the path differences are
automatically spread out in a larger room. Getting good results in a smaller
room is more of a challenge, but this procedure will help get you there.
Another problem is related to what are called 'standing waves'. Most rooms are
rectangular in shape, with three sets of parallel surfaces. Imagine, if you
will, three strings, each stretched between the opposing surfaces of your room,
and each having the same amount of tension applied. If you were to pluck these
strings, they would produce sound at three different tones, with the lowest
tone being produced by the longest string. The tones that correspond to the
dimensions of your room are supported by the surfaces (just like the strings),
and will be accentuated in your room, compared to others. Furthermore, if one
of the reflective paths is the same length as one of your room's dimensions,
that tone is accentuated even more. Hence the importance of having varied path
lengths in your setup geometry.
Placement Relative to the Listening Position
In phase-coherent systems (as in life in general), TIMING IS OF THE ESSENCE.
And in matters pertaining to sound,. time translates directly into distance,
because sound moves through air at a given speed. In the introduction to this
section, we hinted at the fact that, while smooth tonal balance can be achieved
over a wide range in your room, the magic of virtually holographic imaging can
only occur at one point in space. In order to reproduce a stable and lifelike
stereo image with the TC-60s, two things are necessary:
1> The distance from each TC-60 to your listening position should be the same.
2> The height and tilt of each speaker should be the same, and adjusted
according to the instructions that follow.
Here's how to do it. For convenience in explanation, we will refer to your
listening position as a chair.
<> Prop a broom up behind your chair, and leave it in place until your setup is
completed. Find the point on the handle which is at ear height when you are
seated comfortably in your chair, and mark it with a piece of masking tape.
<> Using a tape measure, find the distance from one TC-60 to your mark.
<> Find the distance to the other TC-60, and move it toward or away from you
until it's the same distance as the first TC-60.
As for the height and tilt, take a peek at Figure 2. It shows a line drawn
perpendicular to the back of the TC-60 from a point halfway between the woofer
and tweeter. The object is to have this line point right at your ears when
seated in your chair. NoW, there is no such line on the TC-60 cabinet, and you
would have thought we were nuts if we had put one there. So, we will use the
bottom of the cabinet as our sight-line, which happens to be parallel to this
line, and apply a 'fudge-factor' to make it work.
Because they are widely available and perform well, we will assume that you are
using fixed-height speaker stands with adjustable cone points or spikes on the
speaker mounting surface. These spikes can be used to tilt the speaker slightly
forward or backward as needed. To tilt forward, raise the rear set of cone
points; for backward tilt, raise the front set. Follow the manufacturer's
instructions for making this adjustment. If your TC-60s are set up on shelves
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or other pieces of furniture, you can tilt the speakers (if necessary) without
harming the surface of your furniture by using small pieces of modeling clay,
obtainable at toy stores and crafts shops.

<> Find the point on your broom handle that is 9 inches below the point you
marked previously, and mark it with a piece of tape.

<> Sighting along the bottom edge of the TC-60 cabinet, adjust the tilt of the
speaker so that the point just marked on your broom handle lines up with it.

<> Repeat this procedure for the other TC-60.
* - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - *
FINE POINTS
If you have followed the setup instructions in order, your setup is now
complete. Spend some time listening to a variety of music through your new
system. Pay attention to the different qualities of each recording; the ease
with which you can pick out individual voices and instruments even in complex
material; and how warm, rich, and totally unfatiguing the TC-60s are to listen
through. With well recorded music, the magic of the TC-60s becomes evident in
their ability to reproduce warm, natural tonal balance while at the same time
presenting a realistic image of the space that the music was recorded in. If
you are using the TC-60s in a home theatre system, you're in for a real treat!
Reflected Path Damping
As mentioned previously, all of the important musical information is contained
in the direct path from the speakers. Now that you know how to find the
reflected paths and have an understanding of the effect that they have on the
sound, you may want to minimize their effect at your optimum listening
location. The tonal and imaging performance of nearly all systems can be
improved by the placement of sound absorbing materials at three key reflective
path points; the floor, front wall (behind the speakers), and side walls.
You can experiment with this by propping up a fluffy pillow at the front wall
reflective points (on both sides of the system), and have your helpful friend
remove and replace them while you listen.
When choosing a material to use as an absorber, keep in mind that it takes
thick materials (3 to 12 inches) to absorb low frequencies. The only realistic
way of damping the floor reflection is by having a thick carpet and underpad.
Amplifiers
The job of the power amplifier, whether it's a separate component or part of a
receiver, is basically twofold. First, to make the signal coming from your
source (record, CD, whatever) strong enough (and without distortions of any
kind) to cause sound to come out of the speakers. Second, it must be able to
overcome the constantly changing electrical conditions (called 'impedance' or
'load') that a speaker presents to an amplifier. Although it is beyond the
scope of this manual to discuss why, it's a fact that some amplifiers do this
better than others. Here are some things to look for when comparing power
amplifiers and receivers:
> High instantaneous current capacity.
> Wide full power bandwidth.
> Constant damping factor over the widest possible frequency range.
> Low distortion.
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How much power you will need depends on how loud you like to play your music
and the size of your listening room. But before you corne to any conclusions
about how much power you might need, please consider the following:
Most damage to speakers is caused by insufficient power being available for
the volume level being demanded.
When an amplifier reaches its limits, it turns what was a time-varying signal
into a constant signal, until the level falls back into its operating range.
This phenomena is called 'clipping.' It results in something that sounds fuzzy
and creates lots of heat in the woofer and tweeter of the TC-60. If that
happens continuously, it will eventually cause damage to your speakers.
Failures of this sort are not covered under your warranty. So, our answer to
the question of how much power is appropriate is this:
Have more power than you need to playas loud as you want to, and use it
with discretion.
Speaker Wire
Although its cost may seem high, quality speaker wire makes a significant con
tribution to the total performance of your system, especially if the distance
between power amplifier and speaker is great. There are quite a number of
excellent speaker wires available. Ask your dealer for advice.
> Use the shortest length of wire possible between amp and speakers.
> For systems set up for careful listening, both speaker wires should be the
same length. Unequal length wires can create imbalances in tonal 'colors'
and dynamics between the two speakers.
On Subwoofers and Loudness Switches
There is a limit to the amount of deep bass that any compact speaker can
reproduce. If you find that you live with the bass control boosted more than a
little, you may want to consider adding a subwoofer to your system.
The 'loudness' control found on some receivers and preamps makes the perceived
tonal balance of music sound more natural at low volume levels. It does so by
boosting the extreme bass and trebles. When playing your system at medium to
high volume levels, MAKE SURE THE LOUDNESS CONTROL IS SWITCHED OFF.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
System Type
Frequency Response (-3dE)
Woofer
Tweeter
Woofer Crossover
Tweeter Crossover
Input Impedance
Polarity
Sensitivity
Power Handling
Size in inches<cm>
Net Weight in Ibs<kg>

Ported, QE3 alignment
48 Hz - 20 kHz
6.5" polypropylene cone
1" impregnated cloth dome
4th order Bessel acoustic response
Computer derived, approx. 1st order response
6 ohms nominal, minimum 5.6 ohms @ 10 kHz
Both drivers positive
87dB @ 1 watt, 1 meter
60 watts continuous program, 120 watts peak
11.5<29.2>W x 21.25<S4>H x 10.5<26.7>D
26<11.8> each
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SPICA LIMITED WARRANTY

(USA only)

Your SPICA TC-60s are covered by a limited warranty against defects in
materials and workmanship for a period of five years from date of purchase.
This warranty is provided to the original purchaser by the SPICA dealer where
the speakers were purchased. Warranty repair will be performed only when your
purchase receipt is presented as proof of ownership, date of purchase, and
authorized status of the dealer. Defective parts will be repaired or replaced
without charge by your authorized dealer's store or the location designated by
your dealer that is authorized to service SPICA products. Charges for
unauthorized service and transportation costs are not reimbursable under this
warranty.
This warranty becomes void if the product has been damaged by alteration,
misuse, accident, or neglect. This warranty does not cover damage caused by
fault conditions in associated equipment. SPICA reserves the right to make
final determination of warranty coverage. The warrantor assumes no liability
for property damage or any other incidental or consequential damage whatsoever
which may result from the failure of this product. Any and all warranties of
merchantability and fitness implied by law are limited to the duration of this
expressed warranty.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so
the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other
rights which vary state by state.
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